Data envelopment analysis is a nonparametric technique checking efficiency of DMUs using math programming. Current models are just working with deterministic data. The point is that how would be ranking and checking efficiency of units if data were stochastic. In this article we will represent a method to rank decision making units with stochastic data using JAM Model of "Jahanshahloo, Mehrabian, Alirezaie" Finally a numerical example will applied to check the performance of purposed method.
Introduction
DEA is a powerful tool in estimating efficiency of decision making units with multiple inputs and outputs. Charnes, Cooper, Rhodes (1978) were the pioneers of the field that introduced their first model named "CCR" in 1978. In 1997 Jahanshahloo and his coworkers proposed a technique, JAM to confront the AP techniques problem; these problems include infeasibility of covering form in case of data with special structure and instability that causes sudden mutation on performance of some under survey DMUs when removing some of DMUs."these problems include infeasibility when the data's have special structure and nonstability in case the elimination of some DMUs causes sudden mutation on efficiency of an evaluated DMU."
In recent years stochastic formulation of main models having nondeterministic inputs and outputs are under scope of researchers. Cooper and Huang (2002) , Asgharian and Khodabakhshi (2010) are working in this issue. There are several method for ranking efficient units with stochastic data, including Hosseinzadeh Lotfi and Nematollahi ranking using coefficient variation(2010), also ranking using AP technique of Razavyan, and Tohidi (2008) . 
Stochastic Model
Which P shows probability, α is a predefined number 0 < α < 1, 1 − α represents acceptance of constraints. We are explaining the steps of transforming to deterministic model now
Assuming
we can obtain variance and average of stochastic variable h i through
Through equations (1) to (5), we have
Stochastic variable h i will have standard normal distribution like this
Through equation (6): Φ(
considering Φ is an reversible we have
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So through equations (7), (8), we will have
From (3), (9) n j=1 j p
If the same explained procedure applied for outputs too, deterministic JAM model will be like this
Therefore in model (11), we have
Model (11) is a nonlinear programming; optimal value of above model provides ranking of DMUs with stochastic data. If Φ −1 (α) = 0 then model (11) will transform to JAM model with deterministic data.
Applied Example
An automobile manufacturing company decides to invest on a special model of its products in all over the world companies and tries to rank its efficient units. In order to do that 5 different units with parameters such as production cost, service cost, as inputs and acceleration of 0-100, maximum horse power per minute as outputs have been studied in 10 different working time. Assume that all data have normal distribution. Table 1 to 4 shows Average and variance of inputs and outputs.
[ Table 1 -4] There is also covariance of inputs and outputs are noted in tables 5-8.
[ Table 2 . Average of acceleration of 0-100 and maximum horse power per minute in 10 times 
